Testimonials
Hear Why Mums Love ChatterGYM!


Tamie Williams - Mum of Boston (15months)
Boston has learnt so much and developed in confidence since attending
ChatterGYM. Through the staff’s guidance and structured activities we have watched
proudly as Boston has tackled new skills including “climbing” which seems to be his
forte. The stimulating ChatterGYM activities make learning fun for the kids and while
Boston can’t talk for himself, we sense his excitement as he enters the room for
another session. We cannot thank the staff enough for the wonderful experience
they provide and I would recommend this program to anyone.
Warm regards Tamie Williams



Jo Ifopo – Mum of Laylah (15months)
Laylah started attending Chattergym at 5 months and just loves it! It not only has
helped Laylah develop, learn and grow but the support and advice I have received
from the staff at Chattergym has been fantastic. She loves the interaction between
the other children and her instructor (Nick!). Thank you to all the staff at Chattergym
who are always there greeting you with the warmest welcome each week. Great fun
for both Mum and Bub!



Kelly Cooch – Mum of Max (21months)
We have tried a few different group activities with our 20 month old son, but out of
them all he has loved chattergym the most. He talks about the group and the staff all
the time, and i have met some lovely families also. The staff and facilities are
fantastic and as a mum I love taking him to such a friendly, clean and safe place. I
highly recommend chattergym.



Cath – Mum of Maddie (14months)
I stumbled across ChatterGYM by accident, while the team had a temporary
gymnasium set up in the Well at Camberwell junction. I stopped off to give Maddie a
little play, and she took to it like a duck to water - especially the ball pit - so much so,
it was very difficult to get her to leave. I signed up on the spot and have since been
attending a class every week on a Monday. It’s been a great pleasure watching
Maddie learn the ChatterGYM songs and activities, become more familiar and
confident with the equipment and get to know the friendly team who run the classes
every week. It’s a lovely opportunity to spend one on one time with Maddie and
really watch her explore, grow and connect with other kiddies her own age and of
course play with bubbles!

